23rd January 2020

PRIMIS refreshes packager panel following extensive review
PRIMIS Mortgage Network has today announced a refresh to its packager panel for immediate delivery
to adviser members in 2020. Following an extensive review of the panel during 2019, new and
reappointed members include four specialist finance lenders, four second-charge lenders and four
commercial lenders.

PRIMIS members will now be able to access an extensive range of specialist lending, second charge
and commercial solutions for their clients via the refreshed packager panel. A full summary of the
panel can be found as follows:
Residential, Buy-to-Let &
Bridging

Second charge

Commercial

BuildLoan

Loan.co.uk

Optimum Commercial

Impact Specialist Finance

Vantage Finance

Vantage Finance

Complete

The Loan Partnership

White Rose Finance

Crystal Specialist Finance

The Loans Engine

Signature Financial Services

Today’s announcement highlights PRIMIS’ ongoing commitment to providing its intermediaries with a
comprehensive, innovative and competitive proposition. As such, PRIMIS follows a robust due
diligence process when reviewing its lender panels on an ongoing basis to ensure its members are
well-equipped to serve their clients and provide them with the best possible outcomes.

Vikki Jefferies, Proposition Director at PRIMIS, comments: “The launch of our refreshed packager
panel comes as consumer demand for specialist, second-charge and commercial lending solutions
continues to grow. Reviewing our panel to ensure that the PRIMIS proposition reflects the growing
levels of demand from customers will be invaluable for brokers looking to generate new or further
business opportunities. With the backing of the new panel, more of our advisers will have the content

and tools they need in order to offer a variety of solutions for their customers that they currently
cannot provide. We are confident that with the panel’s new level of service, accessibility and
innovation, our intermediary members up and down the UK will be able to achieve even bigger and
better things over the coming months!”

-ENDS-

For further information please contact:
Name: Eve Frayling
Telephone: 07827 995180
E-mail: e.frayling@rostrum.agency

Notes to Editors
About PRIMIS Mortgage Network
PRIMIS Mortgage Network brings the power of First Complete Ltd, Advance Mortgage Funding
Limited and Personal Touch Financial Services Ltd together under one roof so we can provide you
with world class support that is second to none. We are part of the LSL Group and backed by their
extensive financial services experience and knowledge we aim to grow not just our Network, but
your business as well.

